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Notes and Reminders 

A. GJGNY Participant: Select “Residential” if this is a residential project using Green Jobs-

Green NY financing, or “Non-residential” if it is a non-residential project using GJGNY 

financing.  If the project is not using GJGNY financing, select N/A.  The correct loan 

amount and the customer’s preferred loan term must be entered. See Section 5.9 in the 

Program Manual.  

B. Remote Net Metering: Select “Yes” only if this project is using remote net metering to 

credit a portion of the PV production to one or more satellite sites.  In order to qualify for 

remote net metering, the host utility account must be non-residential, so you should 

always select “No” when submitting a residential project application. 

C. This project has two separate PV arrays with different azimuths and tilts.  Enter each 

array as a separate line item, as shown in the example.  Do not leave the default 

180degrees/30degrees unless it is correct. 

D. The TSRF is the overall total solar resource fraction for the project.  In this example it is 

the weighted average of the TSRFs for the two arrays. 

E. Estimated Annual Energy Production:  Powerclerk’s estimate of the PV system’s annual 

production may be slightly different from the production figure you calculate with your 

Estimate of Annual Output report.  The figure on the Estimate of Annual Output report 

that the contractor uploads is used to make the 110% determination, and should be used 

on the GJGNY proforma worksheet, if using GJGNY financing. 

F. If the project exceeds 4,000 square feet, you will be required to upload the SEQRA Short 

Environmental Assessment Form. 

G. The Certification Statement will read differently based on the project sector.  The 

contractor and customer must read this carefully before signing. 

H. Only an original or verifiable electronic signature will be accepted. The Contractor and 

Customer must sign the Application.  


